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2014 - A new year and change is in the air.

With this issue of the Cary Bulletin, you will notice a new look and feel to your ‘Friends’ newsletter. That’s because the Cary 
Bulletin is under new editorship. After the past year of dedicated service to the Bulletin, Janet Renouf has passed on the reigns 
to a new team.

Your new editor is Mary Anne Skill, a member of the Friends, who is a professional graphic designer with a marketing and 
journalism background. We’ve added new blood with the power team of Peter and Leah Freedman. Peter is a member of the 
FoGHGS Board and Leah volunteers her time as a Friends member at the museum, when she’s not teaching computer skills to 
seniors. Janet will remain on call as our source of all thing ‘newsletter’, and our very able proofreading team of Jim Ferguson 
and Denise Stocco will be working behind the scenes to ensure all the t’s are crossed and the i’s dotted.

This issue will also introduce some new features. Volunteer Spotlight will introduce you to some of our amazingly talented 
volunteers. Feature Garden will showcase one special garden per issue. And with the upgrade of the Cary Mews, a special 
section will bring you up-to-date on all the happenings at the Mews. 

Of course all the gardening news will be front and centre as always but 
with the addition of more stunning images from our Photographers Group. 

So sit back and enjoy the new Cary Bulletin. And if you have any stories 
you would like featured, would like to contribute to the Bulletin or feed-
back on stories we feature, drop us a line at: CaryBulletin@yahoo.ca.

Victoria’s one and only snow day was captured by a member 
of the Photograhers Group
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From the Library Shelf
by George Metcalf

Miracle Under the Oaks by  
William K Stevens.   
At a time when most news about 
the environment seems bad, an 
impulse to restore ravaged eco-
systems has materialized. Once 
a thriving habitat, Vestal Grove, 
a tract of land along the Chicago 
River was abandoned and on the 
age of oblivion. A small group of 
volunteers cleaned the land and 
to their amazement, discovered a 
long lost ecosystem. The book is a 
page turning, inspirational drama, 
and an uplifting testament to a 
breed of pioneers.  
The story might well have taken 
place in the Government House 
Woodlands, where for over twenty 
years dedicated volunteers have 
restored a magnificent ecosystem.  
Thanks John Arnold for donating 
the book and for your many years 
volunteering in the Woodlands. 
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Message from Government  House
On behalf of all of all of us here at Government House, I wish to extend warm greetings and wish all of the 
Friends a very happy new year. We accomplished a lot together in 2013, and  very much look forward to 
embarking on another season with you all – in the gardens, the Tea Room, the new Museum, the vegetable 
patch, the archives and every corner of the property. 

Over the last year, we have worked hard at opening the House up to more patrons and making the entire 
Estate more accessible to visitors.  In 2013, the House itself saw 64 organized tour groups indoors versus only 
18 the year before.  We nearly doubled the amount of visiting school groups as well. Last year, we also added 
more open House events than we had in the past. We plan to continue and build on the tradition of free out-
door family friendly events in 2014, such as the July concerts on the lawn. Of course all of this means more 
wear and tear on the House and gardens, but it is so wonderful to be able to showcase this magnificent place 
to more visitors each year. 

As you know, the Cary Mews tea room, museum and interpretive centre opened in 2012 with great success.  
In 2013, we expanded the costume museum and added a heraldry exhibit. For the coming season, we plan  
to further expand the costume museum into what was once the carriage house. We have already begun  
rehabilitating the space to include proper ventilation, power, heat, lights, and security so that we may be  
more professional stewards of the items we have on display.  

It is important to note that all funds for the current phase of rehabilitation have come from the Government 
House Foundation, and that these funds were raised and earmarked for this specific purpose. Moreover, the 
general revitalization of the Cary Castle Mews is continuation of a vision that started with then Lieutenant 
Governor Robert Rogers, was implemented by Lieutenant Governor David Lam, and then endorsed and  
supported by all successive Lieutenant Governors since. The Foundation has generously sustained this long 
term plan, and it is now that we are all able to enjoy the fruits of our work.

And all of this work goes on as the gardens continue to be expertly cared for. Despite the deer population, 
visitors are ceaselessly amazed at the glorious floral and plant displays they see around the property. From 
royalty, to award recipients to foreign tourists, compliments on our gardens are many and constant. Well 
done!

Again, please accept our deepest thanks for all of your efforts in contributing to last season as well as to the 
next. We sincerely appreciate all that you contribute to making this a welcoming place to enjoy time with 
friends and family. Thank you.

We encourage questions or comments anytime.  

Yours,

Jerymy Brownridge



A Message from your President
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As memories of a very Happy Christmas begin to fade and the New Year steps in we can look 
forward to another busy year.  The 2014 levee was the largest number yet well over 1500!  It was 
a joy to see so many children enjoying their visit.

Fences and gates are now in place for both rose gardens. We hope our roses may now flourish, 
unbothered by hungry ungulates.

Lunches and Teas at the Cary Mews were very popular last year. This year, we hope to have 
slightly longer hours and more space. The Costume Museum will have more space too. The 
Book Launch, “Canada and the Crown” was most interesting and well attended.

“It’s An Honour!” a cross-Canada travelling exhibit about Canada’s national honours paid us a visit in January. Black History 
Month will be in February. Dr. Nancy Turner will speak on “First Nations Plants, Healing and People in Victoria¹s History”. 
Already many more events are in the planning. We look forward to seeing you at them all.

For those who were unable to attend the Christmas Lunch – the Volunteer Awards winners were:

A Silver Trowel - Sandra Gibb. The original idea of the Silver Trowel was to recognize a person whose work and dedication 
to the Gardens often went under the radar. This may be said about Sandra. Her first love is irises. She has supplied irises to 
almost all the Gardens and has offered many more to the Friends.  To appreciate Sandra’s talents, one has only to look at the 
neat rows of potted plants laid out on the pads where the greenhouses once stood.  When not on her hands and knees pot-
ting, Sandra may be found rooting out dandelions from the lawn below the iris bed. A very thankless task!

A Silver Trowel - Bryan and Joan Taylor, Nursery Garden. The Taylors followed Valerie from the Horticulture Centre.  After 
completing the garden rotation Bryan and Joan expressed an interest in propagating plants and developing a heather bed.  
In very short order, a beautiful heather bed was established on the Fire Road, just below the Cut Flower garden. They soon 
established a propagating team.  In their first year, they sold over twelve hundred dollars in plants which they had produced 
at their small potting table which is just below the Vegetable Garden.  This coming year, they will have a small greenhouse to 
work from - so we can expect great things.

The Silver Spade - the Photography Group. This group enjoys taking superb photos of Government House and the Gardens. 
They have supplied beautiful cards for Christmas and for every occasion.

The Phoebe Noble Award - Renate Ferguson. For many years Renate gardened twice a week while she supervised the  
volunteers, organized their orientation, distribution of the Cary Bulletin, schedules, cleaning of the cottage and about every 
job there is for a volunteer at Government House Gardens. 

Congratulations to all! 

Catherine
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Basking in 8 degrees
by Valerie Murray

It still is definitely winter and the days still are way too short.  
One is tempted to stay snug indoors for the next four weeks, 
especially after the harsh cold blasts of early December 
blackened many plants that have survived the last two win-
ters, but resist the urge to hibernate.  It only takes a few days 
of gardening in temperatures of 8 degrees to lift the spirit and 
gladden the heart.

Taking a walk through the Government House gardens in mid 
January revealed the scents and colours of winter blooming 
hamemelis,  chimonanthes (the wintersweet) daphne bod-
nantense and cornus mas. The prunus subhirtella on the 
lower parking lot is about to break forth and the sarcococca 
perfumes the air.  

However, it is when you stop walking and get down on your 
knees and the real thrill and promise of spring begins.One 
hour spent weeding in June is satisfying but not nearly as 
exciting or rewarding as one hour in January spent cutting 
back the dreck of winter storms. 

Raking in the fall is a necessary task because it makes things 
neat and tidy. Raking in January has another bonus as you 
may reveal new perennial growth plus cyclamen coum, iris 
unguicularis and daffodils already up 3 inches. Cutting back 
last year’s hellebore leaves immediately highlights the beau-
tiful new flowers already emerging. Clearing away old epi-
medium leaves exposes the tiny new flower buds that will 
unfurl next month and maybe also clumps of winter aconites 
and snowdrops naturalizing around their bases. Removing 
the shattered stems of last season’s grasses exposes loads of 
new growth and reassures that a new season has begun.

Winter gardening is a tonic. January gardening to me pres-
ents the maximum of result for the minimum of efforts.It of-
fers the pleasure of rediscovery and the reminder that things 
in the garden are always growing and changing even when 
we have our mind on other things. And if we’re really lucky 
we will have more than a few precious days of 8 degrees 
weather when we can feel the winter sun on our backs.

Welcome back everyone to another wonderful year in the 
gardens at Government House.

Photos courtesy of the Photographer’s Group.

Winter Blooms
by Nairn Hollot

There are a number of plants blooming in the grounds right now 
- amazingly early in the year. Here’s a list of what I’ve seen - there 
might be others. Crocus, snowdrops, Hellebore, Primula, Yarrow, 
Cyclamen, Heather, Mahonia “Charity”, winter Jasmine, Witch 
Hazel, Viburnum x bodnatense, winter Aconite, Sarcococca,  
Camellia, Garrya Elliptica, Skimmia and early flowering plum.  
A visitor to the grounds told me she had seen 16 hummingbirds  
in the plum! 

Snowdrops,  
crocus and 
cyclamens.

Viburnum x bodnatense

Hellabores

Yarrow

Camilla

Primula

Charity Mahonia

Chimonanthes (Wintersweet)
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Volunteer Spotlight
There are so many wonderful people who volunteer to work in and around the gardens of Government House. This spot-
light introduces one of our special volunteers.

Introducing Dagmar Schroeder-Hildebrand
by Janet Renouf

So what’s the connection between six million paper clips, 
international journalists and ‘our’ Dagmar of the Cut-
Flower Garden, the Tea Room and Friends member for 
more than ten years?

Web-search ‘paper clip’ and you’ll read that during 
World War II, Norwegians wore paperclips on their 
clothes to demonstrate their opposition to Nazism and 
anti-Semitism. Web-search Dagmar and Peter Schroeder 
and you’ll get about 29,000,000 results. Type in ‘paper 
clips project’ and you’ll get about 35,900,000 results.  
You will never look at this humble, ubiquitous desk item 
with the same eyes again.  

In1998, a Tennessee educator wondered how to get 
across the enormity of the Holocaust to Grade 8’s in a 
town of 1,600 people living in a valley self-described 
as “white, Anglo-Saxon, mostly Protestant”?  Next, a 
student’s question – what does 6,000,000 look like? 
Then, another student’s research about the Norwegians 
defiant lapel pins led to the students choosing to acquire 
one paper clip for each Jewish life lost to Hitler’s Nazi 
extermination project. A website was developed and the 
packages began arriving.

About 140,000 paper clips had been collected and the 
quest was flagging when international journalists Peter 
and Dagmar Schroeder happened on it while search-
ing the Web for Holocaust stories. With 40 newspapers 
carrying their columns and with many connections in 
Germany, they were uniquely positioned to get the word 
out about the project. They wrote articles, gave inter-
views, and the paper clips, some with letters, photos and 
touching mementos flooded in. Then they wrote a book, 
entitled Six Million Paper Clips (available through Ama-
zon and ABE Books or from the publisher Kar-Ben). They 
gave more interviews, workshops and the paper clip pile 
grew past the target number until it represented the other 
5,000,000 exterminated by the Nazis.

More than 11,000,000 lost lives, each represented by a 
paper clip. The whole town came round to supporting 
their children, who in turn were acting on Anne Frank’s 
quote: “How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a 
single moment before starting to improve the world.”

In Whitwell today, the Children’s Holocaust Memorial 
offers self-guided tours. Another crop of students, who 
weren’t even born when the project began, are giving 

after-school guided tours to people from all over the US 
and beyond.

Around the world, the impact of this project has extended 
to other schools as students devise new ways of amassing 
six million items. One Clip at a Time, a nonprofit orga-
nization based in Chattanooga, Tennessee keeps track of 
these projects via their website: http://oneclipatatime.org/
paper-clips-project/ There is also a documentary available 
on DVD, and a teacher’s version on CD. For those with 
Internet access, check out the Wikipedia writeup and 
YouTube clips. 

So how, and why, did two international journalists come 
to be in Victoria and volunteering at Government House?  
As the Schroeders tell it, on the way to the Alaska High-
way via B.C., they stopped in Victoria and found it and 
Canadians generally open, caring and appealing. They 
mentally bookmarked our city. “We toured around Gov-
ernment House Gardens and found open, welcoming 
Friends and I wanted to be part of this. At first, I was in-
timidated by gardeners using the Latin names for plants. I 
still am a bit, but using a common language does elimi-
nate confusion.” 

Both describe a life-long passion “to help people un-
derstand each other…We hear all the bad stuff and we 
write about it, but we feel people all over the world want 
the same things: a good life for their children, and for 
themselves and peace for all.”  Both describe themselves 
as “life long learners.” One journalist who interviewed 
them at the London Jewish Film Festival wrote,  “All day, 
I was impressed with their passion, their conviction, their 
hopes, their sense of shared responsibility, their thoughtful 
anger and optimism, their wit, their love of Canada and 
their truly global vision.”

Their latest focus is sharing the insights they’ve gained 
into the bullying process via their 2012 book, Bullies and 
the Three Monkeys; How the vicious cycle can be broken. 
They continue to make themselves available to speak to 
students about the paper clip project and about bully-
ing. Search out Dagmar Schroeder-Hildebrand at Coffee 
Mornings and ask about this passion.   
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Feature Garden

by Milforde Rose and Kathleen Martin

The Woodlands at Government House are one of the last  
untouched Garry Oak meadows on the lower Island. Approx- 
imately 22 acres, or 2/3 of the property, the gardens lie behind 
and below the House. The best time to view the Woodlands 
is in the Spring, from March to early June. The camas are 
most striking in the Spring when it forms rivers of blue be-
tween the rocky outcropping. (There are also three red-listed 
rare plants, which we are protecting from theft.)

The Trembling Aspens are one of only four recognized stands 
left on the lower Island so it is also a unique area. Another 
interesting aspect of the Woodlands is the number of studies 
for bluebirds, bees, butterflies and the sharp-tailed snake. 
There is a loop walking trail with nine stone markers. Infor-
mation on each marker can be found on the cedar board at 
the top of the trail. 

Visitors to the Tea Room have shown great interest in the 
flume below the Butterworth Cottage. It was invisible and 
totally covered in ivy until two years ago. Now with the ivy 
removed, it is a real feature as it carries water away from 
the nursery garden for use for the new plantings in the glen.  

A special area in the woodlands is Pat`s Bench, which was 
erected in memory of Pat Boyle, a dear friend and Wood-
lands supervisor.

The Woodlanders (as the volunteers call themselves) con-
sider themselves stewards of this unique ecosystem, creating 
a habitat for plants, birds, bees and butterflies. To restore the 
native habitat, they remove invasive plants like Daphne lau-
reola (aka ‘spurge’), which has poisonous berries, sap and 
vapours, causing an asthma-like reaction in some. Invasives 
change the soil composition and broom, for example, has 
seed banks that can last for 40 years.

Based on His Honour Dr. David Lam’s vision for The Wood-
lands, work on the restoration was started in 1991*, thus 
predating the formal beginning of the Friends. In a speech 
in 1990, Dr. Lam said that, 

“Fifty years earlier there would have been no need 
to preserve the woodlands, since southern Vancou-
ver Island still contained many such areas. Ten years 

earlier…there would have been no desire, since most 
people had not learned to value them. But by 1990 
there was both the need and the desire, and plans 
were made to preserve and renew the area” ** 

Dr Richard Hebda of the Royal BC Museum and UVic, led 
a group of students and others in the initial broom bash 
and removal of invasive plants. He also catalogued the na-
tive plants in the location. When the Friends started working 
there, they spent the first 10 years mainly pulling broom!

The Woodlanders love working in this garden to be close 
to nature in beautiful, peaceful surroundings. They are 
preserving habitat and have the opportunity to learn and 
educate others. Pojar and MacKinnon`s “Plants of Coastal 
BC” is their bible. Their favourite part of working in the 
Woodlands is the people they work with and the wonder-
ful friendships made.

The Woodlands are a year round garden. Tuesday’s usually 
see 3 - 4 of the 8 volunteers working away. Thursday’s group 
has 14 volunteers, with 9-10 coming weekly. Some members 
have mobility issues now so are limited to only the upper 
areas of the Woodlands. Are volunteers needed? Yes, espe-
cially younger, fit and enthusiastic.

* Management Plan for the Gardens and Woodlands, 2010, p 23
** Government House; the Ceremonial Home of All British Columbians, 
Rosemary Neering  & Tony Owen, Sono Nis Press, 2007

The Woodlands
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Cary Mews 
Rehabilitation

- Phase 3
An interview with Jerymy Brownridge, 

Director of Operations,  
Government House.

Anyone who has wandered down by the Mews over the 
winter has seen that work is once again happening on the 
rehabilitation and restoration of the buildings. This time, it 
is the Carriage House that is receiving some much-needed 
work.
The Mews are some of the oldest buildings of 
this type west of Ontario 

The Historic Service Buildings of Government House, 
known as the Cary Castle Mews, is a collection of wooden 
service buildings that were built in the 1870s to support 
the estate of the Lieutenant Governor. This unique set of 
buildings includes stables, a carriage house, jail (some-
times spelt “gaol”) - convicts used to help in the garden, a 
root cellar, coal shed and a poultry house - part of which 
was later utilized as the head gardener’s cottage and is 
now known as Butterworth Cottage. A washhouse was 
added in 1903. 

The buildings have been used as staff living quarters, to 
wash the laundry for the linens of Government House, to 
house horses, pigs and chickens, and as well as storage 
buildings for the supplies needed for the gardens on the 
Government House grounds. As times changed, so did 
the use of the buildings, but in essence, Cary Castle Mews 
have always been Government House support buildings.

These buildings were very well used for their intended 
purposes and intensive use of these buildings continued 
until the middle of the 1970s. Unfortunately, by 1985, lack 
of use and care of the buildings left the Mews in a state 
of such disrepair that demolition was considered. It was 
over 100 years after the structures had been built and they 
revealed their age – they were almost at collapse. 

Lieutenant Governors to the Rescue

Before anything was done to the buildings, the British Co-
lumbia’s Heritage Conservation Branch was asked to write 
a report on the value of these buildings, and to provide 
guidance on whether they should be torn down or saved. 

The document found:

The service buildings appear to be in almost original 
condition with few alterations. They related directly to 
the earliest use of the site as the Lieutenant Governor’s 
residence. The buildings were all constructed between 
1872 and 1880, and each forms part of the original 
and complete service complex for the main build-
ing. This cluster of buildings is probably unique in the 
province. 

        - Heritage Conservation Branch, September 1985
 
With their direct connection to the vice-regal estate, the 
Heritage Conservation Branch recommended the Mews be 
preserved and maintained. The Lieutenant Governor of the 
time, the Honorable Robert Rogers, expressed an interest in 
preserving the complex for future use in the interpretation 
of the history of the Office. 

The Cary Castle Mews has since become a project that 
Government House has worked on when time and funding 
have allowed. In 1992, when the Honorable David Lam 
was in office, he saw the need to rehabilitate not only the 
gardens, but also the Mews, which were in danger of fall-
ing down. 

“The House sees it as a duty to be 
stewards of the Mews.”
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He lobbied for government support to stabilize and reha-
bilitate the buildings. A Crown Stewardship Program grant 
funded the work for new foundations for the buildings, as 
well as stabilized their exteriors which was to be overseen 
by the Government House Foundation. 

Since then, each successive Lieutenant Governor has, 
in turn, lobbied for funding for the Mews and supported 
their restoration. Therefore, whenever funding has become 
available, it has been a priority for Government House to 
care for these structures. 

Brownridge noted that: “The Mews were crucial to the 
application to designate the House as a National Historic 
Site, and the House sees it as a duty to be stewards of the 
Mews.”

Rehabilitation done in stages over the last 22 
years.
In 1992, the buildings were given new foundations and 
their exteriors were painted. In 2003, the Government 
House Foundation used its funds to restore the interior of 
the Stables, as well as bring water and electricity down to 
the Mews. The last phase was work on the former poultry 
house, now known as Butterworth Cottage. It was rehabili-
tated and stabilized with a keen eye to its historic past – in 
2008. 

“As 2008 is a year of commemoration of our province 
this Government House Foundation project acknowl-
edges our continuing heritage stewardship responsi-
bilities of the Estate”
      -  Honourable Steven Point, Lieutenant Governor  
         of British Columbia.

Since then, further work and funds remaining from the 
last Crown Grant from the last rehabilitation have been 
on hold until the House could identify a good use for the 
rehabilitations. A very successful 2 years at the tea room, 
museum and interpretive display areas have done just that. 
However, Brownridge was quick to point out that money 
being spent now was  specifically set aside for the Mews. 
“It is money held by the Foundation, whose purpose is to 
support the office of the Lieutenant Governor. Funds were 
raised through grants and government aid specifically for 
the Mews rehabilitation.”

The next scheduled phase of Mews rehabilitation was 
always the Carriage House. With the success of the Mews 
operations last year, it was seen as an optimum time to 
do the Carriage House, as Government House saw the 
potential to expand the attraction of the Mews for visitors. 
The obvious benefit to the Friends Society is the expected 
increased revenue from visitor visits to both the museum 
and the tearoom.

The Carriage House rehabilitation features a complete 
renovation of the inside – replacing rotten flooring (the car-
penter working on the project was quick to point out that 
the flooring was so bad it would have been only a matter 
of time before the carriage fell through the floor), insulation 
and adding power. Once complete, the Costume Museum 
will move into the renovated space.

Space is being added on the back for a proper chicken 
coop, plus an addition that will give the gardeners more 
square footage for the storage of tools and equipment. If the 
budget allows, Brownridge is hoping to expand the deck on 
the tearoom to allow more seating area.

When the Mews opens for business in May, visitors will 
enjoy an expanded Costume Museum, a new and more  
cohesive self-guided display in the Interpretive Centre, and a 
bigger menu at the tearoom (and hopefully a bigger deck). 
The stables will feature a new Honours and Awards exhibit, 
headed up by a team of current and former aides de camp. 
Also a proper gift shop will be placed somewhere. 

Stage 4 of the rehabilitation will be the Jail (upstairs Car-
riage House) and the washhouse – possibly in 2015-16.
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News from the Mews

by Billabong Astralorps

Hi, Billabong here. At least that’s what you “no wings” 
have decided I’m to be called. And that’s just fine  with me 
seeing as I’m an Australorp rooster with roots in Australia. 
Billabong is a Wiradjuri word that refers to an isolated 
pond. Very zen - still waters running deep and all that. 
Seems about right seeing that I’m the  strong, handsome 
one of the coop (See picture to prove that it’s not bragging). 

The hens, Buttercup and Cheeka, both Wheaten Ameracau-
nas by breed, are also reasonably pleased with  their “given 
names”. But believe you me, you did not want to be within 
pecking distance of the two other roosters for several days 
after they found out they’d been named Maisy and Mrs. 
Fluffy Pants. 

We’ve  mollified my fellow Australorp by just shortening it 
to Fluff within the coop, but Maisy, the Lakenvelder, is just 
beside himself. I asked him if he’d rather be called Drum-
stick and had to run for my life. Some roosters  are just 
born without a sense of humour. 

Astralorps 
Billabong

Lakenvelder 
Maisy

Astralorps
Mrs Fluffy Pants

Wheaten Ameracauna
Cheeka

Wheaten Ameracauna
Buttercup

So that’s the five of us. I gather that we are part of Her 
Honour’s Stewards of the Future program. Teaching young 
“no wings” to protect and care for the land and to respect 
higher forms of life is, I think, a program  that we can all 
get behind. 

During the summer the local 4-H Club helped to cater to 
our every whim and lots of visitors came to pay homage to 
the vice-regal chickens. Very nice. We’ve been moved from 
our original quarters to something a little airier while a 
new coop and scratching  ground is being prepared for us. 
Given all the banging and sawing going on outside it must 
be quite the  palatial structure. That’s what I call respect. 

One last note. I received a report recently that the big 
boss’s son, called Charles I think, referred to the  small, 
noisy group of “no wings” known as climate change de-
niers as the “headless chicken brigade”.  Shudder. I wish 
he’d watch his language. Perhaps “ostriches” would be a 
better label. I think I’ll get my  secretary, Maisy, to drop 
him a line. Or...maybe not.

Coop Scoop

More Carriage House Renos

1. Archways have 
been cut in between 
the two rooms.

2.Both the floors and 
the ceilings had to be 
replaced.

3. The indoor stairs 
have been removed 
and relocated to the 
back of the building.
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Hidden Gems
This dapper fellow can be 
found hiding under the trees 
at the back of the Country 
Garden. A heraldric Gryphon, 
his shield offers visitor a sniff 
of his favourite posies. 
Mystery surrounds this fellow 
as no one really knows how 
he came to be here. Some say 
he fell off a church roof in  
England. Some say he was 
found in the dirt and just set 
upright. Some say he was left 
outside the gates on cold day.
Do you know his origins? Or 
do you have a good story to 
share? Let us know by send-
ing an email to: CaryBulletin@
yahoo.ca
We’ll publish the best stories 
in the next issue

Through the Lens with the Photographers Group

After a few dormant years a revitalized Pho-
tography Group emerged within the Friends 
in the fall of 2012. 

This group, which always welcomes new 
members, has met each month to capture 
the look and feel of our wonderful gardens 
as they change through the seasons. The 
best shots are displayed in a slide show on 
the Friends website, www.fghgs.ca, each 
month and is viewed around the world. 
Identification of the plants in our pictures 
is provided by our Head Gardener, Valerie 
Murray. (We give new meaning to the term 
“point and shoot”). 

It has been an unusual January in 
Victoria this year weather-wise 
and that has been reflected both 
in the gardens and on the faces 
of its citizens. It has been warmer 
than normal, sunnier than normal 
and dryer than normal. In what is 
usually the depth of the rainy sea-
son we’ve enjoyed a large share of 
bright, sunny days. Accordingly, 
the photographs this month have 
an unexpected light airiness to 
them, eschewing the typical Vic-
toria winter greyness.

The gardens also reflect this un-
usual bounty of sunshine. The 
greens are vibrant and the signs of 
early blooms and bright colours 
appear throughout. The angle of 
the sun is still low, but this gives 
some interesting light and shadow 
conditions.

Please visit our website to see the 
full show, come back each month 
and spread the word. Our next 
photo shoot is February 15th at 9 
AM at the Bruce Pavilion. Bring 
your camera and join us!

Making Tracks the Hard Way
by Brian Rogers
For anyone driving by the House or visiting the Gardens on the week-
end of January 25th, they were in for a bit of a shock. No it wasn’t a 
ploughing match or over enthusiastic joy rider that chewed up the 
front lawn but a traveling display tractor and trailer from Rideau Hall.

One can only imagine how the poor driver must have felt! He and 
his team have traveled this vast frozen land, negotiated the Rogers 
and Coquihalla passes,visiting small towns and shopping centres 
explaining  the role of the Governor General and Rideau Hall to all 
and sundry. Finally at the end of his journey,he finds  the only green 
grass in the country to park his display. He must have thought he was 
in heaven! 

Down he sank. He attempted to drive forward and ‘take a run at it’ 
but to no avail. Finally a wrecking truck was called, a long cable at-
tached and he was safely eased back onto the driveway. In his haste 
to depart, he left a trail of mud clods stretching to Cook street.

It is understood that Government House has been in touch with 
Rideau Hall! Repairs are well under way and the sprinkler system has 
been tested for damage.

On the brighter side, the ducks are having a great time foraging for 
the worms and grubs that have been churned to the surface.
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Notices and Dates

Tax Time Reminder: 
Only donations over $100 will receive a tax 
receipt.TOOLS 

UP
Tuesday
March 4

Help Wanted 
Two or three kind people are needed to staff 
the Gardeners Cottage kitchen on Thursday 
Coffee Mornings. The group from last year are 
willing to show you the works. If you can help 
out, please contact us at board@fghgs.ca

Membership Renewals: A Reminder and  
Information about the 2014 Membership Cards

To date more than 75% of the members from last year 
have sent in their renewals. If you have not done so 
yet, but plan to renew your membership in 2014 I urge 
you to do so as soon as possible. We are only a few 
weeks away from Tools Up and the start of many of the 
other volunteer activities and events. To be covered by 
the general insurance policy of the Friends you must be 
a paid-up member. 

If you’ve mislaid your renewal form or have any ques-
tions about the renewal please contact me at  
membership@fghgs.ca or by phone at 778-679-4083.

We are not conducting a mass mailing of Membership 
Cards this year as the Cary Bulletin is being delivered 
by e-mail to most members and it was previously pack-
aged with that. Instead, your card will be available at 
the Coffee Mornings in March and April and all other 
Friends events. If a non-gardening group is having a 
meeting or other event I will be glad to bring them to 
you. Just let me know at the e-mail or phone number 
above. 

Also, if none of these arrangements are convenient for 
you I will be happy to send individual cards by mail 
upon request.

Thanks,  Peter Freedman

To join the Friends of Government House Garden Society, please contact Peter Freedman at 
membership @fghgs.ca. An individual membership in the Friends can be purchased for $20.

Coffee Morning
Starts: March 11 and 13th

In Memory:  
Jim Leamy

James Andrew David 
Leamy, member of the 
Friends since 1998, 
passed away on February 
1, 2014.

Jim could be seen on 
most gardening days, 
walking his dog around the gardens while his wife of 
59 years, Alison, was busy supervising volunteers on 
the Terraces.

He kept count of all the hours devoted to the Friends 
of Government House Garden Society by our volun-
teers and reported totals to Government House.

Jim was a keen member of Rotary International, 
and chaired the Board of their charity Disaster Aid 
Canada. He also supported other charities. He was 
a life member of the Union Club especially enjoying 
his Friday luncheons with the “Nooners”. In lieu of 
Flowers, donations, if wished, may be made to Disas-
ter Aid Canada in his memory. Donations by cheque, 
Visa or MC to 426 William Street, Victoria, B.C., V9A 
3Y9 or (250) 595-3974. 

Service to be held at St. Luke’s Church 3821 Cedar 
Hill X Rd, Tues, Feb. 18 at 11:30. Reception to follow. 

We shall all miss him.

Cary Mews Re-Opening - May 10
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Six Million Paper Clips Movie 
Peter and Dagmar Schroeder-Hildebrand will 
be showing the film Six Million Paper Clips  
in the Maclure on 31 March and will also 
give a little talk. Everyone is invited to learn 
more about this important project. (see story 
on page 6)
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